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Abstrat. We present a diret omparison between two satellite time transfer tehniques on

independently alibrated links: Time Transfer by Laser Link (T2L2) and Common-Views (CV)

of satellites from the Global Positioning System (GPS) onstellation. The GPS CV and T2L2

links between three European laboratories where independently alibrated against the same

referene point of the loal timesales. For all the links the mean values of the di�erenes

between GPS CV and T2L2 are equal or below 240 ps, with standard deviations below 500 ps,

mostly due to GPS CV. Almost all deviations from 0ns are within the ombined unertainty

estimates. Despite the weak number of ommon points obtained, due to the fat that T2L2 is

weather dependent, these results are providing an unpreedented sub-ns onsisteny between

two independently alibrated mirowave and optial satellite time transfer tehniques.

1. Introdution

The most ommon time transfer tehnique used for remote time sale omparisons is based

on Common-Views (CV) of satellites from the Global Positioning System (GPS) onstellation,

one of the Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) urrently in operation. Time Transfer

by Laser Link (T2L2) is an optial two-way tehnique developed by the laboratory Géoazur of

Observatoire de la C�te d'Azur (OCA), Valbonne, Frane, with the support of the Frenh Spae

Ageny CNES.

During Autumn 2013, a mobile laser ranging station alled FTLRS, developed by OCA,

was implemented in Observatoire de Paris (OP), Paris, Frane, for tests on time and frequeny

transfer in parallel with GPS CV. To this aim, FTLRS was onneted to the ative H-maser

used as loal osillator for the LNE-SYRTE Primary Frequeny Standards, LNE-SYRTE being

the OP laboratory designated by the Frenh National Metrology Institute (NMI) Laboratoire

National de Métrologie et d'Essais (LNE) for Time and Frequeny Metrology ativities. OP was

then inluded in the regular set of T2L2 sessions, and it was possible to build a diret omparison
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between GPS CV and T2L2. For that purpose, a double ampaign for the haraterization of

the link o�sets was organized by LNE-SYRTE for the GPS CV, and by OCA for T2L2. An

additional third station was inluded: NERC Spae Geodeti Faility (SGF) in Herstmoneux,

United Kingdom. In the three stations both time transfer tehniques where using a referene

time sale materialized by a 1 PPS pulse oherent with a 10 MHz signal. The time sale at OP

and SGF was a free running H-maser, while in OCA the H-maser signal was steered by a miro

phase stepper, in order to keep the loal time sale lose to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).

For the sope of this experiment all the measurements have been made by taking as ommon

referene marker of the time sale the rossing of the 1 V level of the 1 PPS signal on a well

de�ned onnetor of a 1 PPS signal distribution ampli�er.

2. T2L2 link

The T2L2 priniple is derived from lassial satellite laser telemetry tehniques, with a dediated

on-board instrumentation able to time tag the laser pulses reahing the satellite [1℄. Measurement

are timing triplets based on the time of transmission of a laser pulse from the ground, the

time of arrival of the pulse on-board the satellite, and the time of arrival on the ground of the

photons from that given pulse re�eted by the satellite. The time transfer between two stations

is obtained from the ombination of suh triplets, after omputation of a �t for eah satellite path

produing one normal point of the time sale di�erene. An improvement of at least one order

of magnitude in time transfer unertainty over the existing mirowave tehniques is expeted,

the stability of this optial tehnique provides the apability to ompare today's most aurate

frequeny standards.

T2L2, based on a ground network of laser ranging stations and on a dediated spae segment,

is urrently in its operational phase sine the launh in 2008 of the dediated payload hosted

by the JASON-2 satellite [2, 3, 4℄.The full auray of a T2L2 link an only be ahieved when

JASON-2 is visible at the same time from both the ground station of the link. Some attempt for

non ommon view time transfer has been made. But in this ase the auray is strongly limited

by the stability of the on-board quartz osillator and does not present a notieable improvement

against traditional time transfer tehniques.

The years 2012-2013 were espeially devoted to T2L2 auray estimation. A �rst ground

to ground validation was ahieved by a short baseline experiment [5℄. A deep analysis of the

instrumental bias has also been performed [6℄, and a ground to ground time transfer auray

budget was established [7℄. For a typial T2L2 time transfer link the extended unertainty (k =

2) is estimated at 138 ps. Although many laser ranging station partiipate to T2L2 experiment

we only onsider here the links between OCA, SGF and OP, beause the GPS links have been

alibrated for these three stations only. One of the goals of the T2L2 experiment, whih is

weather dependent, is indeed the one-o� alibration of other time transfer tehniques.

3. GPS CV link

In eah station, a GPS reeiver ollets measurements of the di�erenes between the loal time

sale and a satellite lok, whih an be referred to GPS Time, the ommon satellite system

time sale. Measurements an be based on P-ode data broadast on both GPS mirowave

arriers, allowing for the ionosphere-free ombination based on the software developed at the

Royal Observatory of Belgium (ROB) and made available by the Bureau International des Poids

et Mesures (BIPM) that we all TAIP3 here [8℄.

The data proessing onsists in averaging outliers out [9℄, in order to build a time di�erene

for eah standard epoh aording to the Common Generi GNSS Time Transfer Standard

(CGGTTS) format [10℄. Time transfer between remote time sales is obtained by omputing the

CV di�erenes between similar CGGTTS data reorded at the same epohs. Another geodeti

tehnique applied to time transfer between remote time sales, the Preise Point Positioning
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(PPP), as was developed by National Resoures Canada (NRCan) [11℄ among other groups,

provides a better short term stability beause measurements are based on the phase of the arrier

frequenies. But the arrier does not ontain any identi�able time marker, and therefore the time

transfer unertainty remains limited by the detetion apability of the time tag assoiated with

the ode. In addition, the short term stability is not the issue in the omparison with another

time transfer tehnique. This is why we disregard PPP in the following, any GPS time transfer

being limited by the same unertainty on the determination of the hardware delays.

4. Diret omparison between both tehniques

During the omparison period, all GPS stations have operated almost ontinuously. By using the

o�sets between remote time sale referene points obtained from the GPS alibration ampaign,

the time di�erenes between the time sales have been omputed by GPS CV for the three links

OCA-OP, OCA-SGF and OP-SGF. The lassial GPS CV are 16 min sampled. But we also

omputed a �ltered GPS time transfer by a moving average over 13 onseutive CV samples. This

is providing 16 min sampled 3.5 h averaged points exhibiting a lower noise without smoothing

out arti�ially physial e�ets inluded in the data. On the other hand, the T2L2 normal points

are providing the time di�erenes between two remote time sales at epohs depending on the

satellite path and on the available triplets.

For eah link, we have plotted both GPS CV time transfer results, together with the T2L2

results. For larity of the �gures, an additional quadrati �t was also removed, in order to take

into aount the H-maser di�erential drifts: the parameters of the �t are provided inside eah

�gure. GPS CV are produing 16 min sampled time sale di�erenes whih are not neessarily

synhronous with any T2L2 normal point epohs. For the omputation of the di�erenes between

both tehniques, in order to detet any potential deviation, two adjaent GPS CV points have

been interpolated to produe one GPS CV result synhronous with the orresponding T2L2

normal point epoh. The ombined unertainties were omputed by building a simple quadrati

sum between the GPS CV link unertainties given in [12℄, and the ground to ground T2L2

unertainty given in [7℄. We obtain 1.1 ns for OCA-OP and OCA-SGF, and 0.8 ns for OP-SGF.
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Figure 2. Di�erene between both tehniques

on the link SGF-OCA. The error bars

represent the ombined unertainty (olour

online).

Figure 1 shows suh time sale di�erenes issued from both tehniques on the link SGF-OCA:

the most noisy ontinuous green line shows the GPS CV 16 min sampled time transfer, the

smoothed ontinuous red line shows the additionally 3.5 h averaged GPS CV time transfer, and

the blue squares are the T2L2 time di�erenes. The deviations between both tehniques for the

links SGF-OCA are reported in Figure 2.

Similarly, the time di�erenes between the time sales and the di�erenes between both

tehniques are reported in Figure 3 and 4 for the link SGF-OP and in Figure 5 and 6 for
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for the link OCA-OP. The error bars represent

the ombined unertainty (olour online).

the link o OCA-OP. Note that in the plots inluding OCA, the shape of the urves is due to

the manual steering of the H-maser in order to keep the loal time sale lose to UTC. One

an see that there is only a weak number of T2L2 points on the plots. This is mostly due to

the fat that T2L2 is weather dependent, but also to some tehnial issues whih limited the

measurements for some links. Clearly, the OCA-SGF link is exhibiting the largest number of

ommon points ompared to the two other links. But we also see in Figure 1, 3 and 5 that the

disrepany between both independently alibrated tehniques remains remarkably small over

the whole period of measurements for all the links.

When properly alibrated, the two tehniques are measuring the same time deviations between

remote time sale referene points, hene the di�erene is expeted to be lose to 0 ns. What we

see in Figure 2, 4 and 6 is more aurately the remarkable onsisteny between both tehniques.

The mean values of the three data sets are reported in Table 1, together with the standard

deviations and the ombined unertainties. We onsider here the standard deviations obtained

from the 16 min sampled GPS CV and the ones obtained after the additional smoothing on 13

onseutive samples. We see that the average di�erenes between GPS CV and T2L2 are equal

or below 240 ps. Despite the weak number of ommon points obtained, this is learly showing a

largely sub-ns onsisteny between the two independently alibrated tehniques: all deviations of

the mean values from 0 ns are within the ombined unertainties. In addition, we do not detet

any signi�ant trend nor periodi term, even when onsidering the OCA-SGF link exhibiting the

highest number of data. When onsidering this link only, where the number of available points

seems signi�ant enough to build a onsistent mean value of the di�erenes together with the

related standard deviation, we an see that the moving average on GPS data redues the noise
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Table 1. Mean values of the time di�erenes between GPS CV and T2L2.

Link Number of

points

Mean value

(ns)

Standard Deviation (ns)

Combined

UnertaintyRaw GPS

CV

Filtered

GPS CV

(ns)

OCA-OP 12 0.24 0.48 0.25 1.1

OCA-SGF 42 0.09 0.49 0.37 1.1

OP-SGF 5 0.10 0.32 0.32 0.8

signi�antly. But, as expeted, the GPS CV are setting not only the noise level but also the

unertainty for suh data.

5. Conlusion

For the two tehniques GPS CV and T2L2, two independent relative alibration ampaigns

were ahieved in Autumn 2013 between the three European stations OCA, OP and SGF. By

using the orretive o�sets obtained for eah link between remote time sale referene points,

ommon to both mirowave and optial satellite tehniques, a diret omparison provided an

unpreedented onsisteny at a sub-ns level. The mean values of the time di�erenes between

GPS CV and T2L2 are equal or below 240 ps, with a standard deviation below 500 ps, mostly

due to GPS CV. The resulting average di�erenes are learly negligible with respet to the

ombined unertainties between both tehniques, whih are between 0.8 and 1.1 ns depending

on the link onsidered. Although the estimated unertainty of T2L2 is muh lower than the

estimated unertainty of GPS CV, the good agreement between the two tehniques on�rms

that the independent link alibrations have been arried out properly and that the unertainty

budgets have been established in a rigorous way, even when onservative. This result provides a

full validation of the GPS CV link unertainty budget omputations, and a on�rmation of the

T2L2 performanes for ground to ground time transfer . It is also a demonstration of the T2L2

apability for the sub-ns alibration of other time transfer tehniques. The deommissioning of

the spae segment of T2L2, whih was onsidered in 2015, has been postponed, and the operation

extended at least until the end of 2016, allowing for further measurements. It should also be

noted that a similar instrument alled European Laser Timing (ELT) [13℄ will be hosted on-

board the International Spae Station (ISS) inside the Atomi Clok Ensemble in Spae (ACES)

module [14℄ . The launh of the ACES module is urrently planned for early 2017. As was

proven by this experiment, optial satellite tehniques like T2L2 should be kept as possible

andidates for the validation of long distane time transfer through optial �ber links, provided

that the required portable stations be will be made available in the referene sites and that the

required �ight instruments would be implemented on-board additional spae segments in the

future. Unfortunately today there are no laboratories that are equipped with a T2L2 station

and with a �ber time transfer link, therefore to bene�t of the full auray of a T2L2 link for

the validation of a �ber link [15℄ the deployment of two mobile T2L2 stations is required.
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